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Launch of New Pachislot Machine 

“EVANGELION―Tamashii wo Tsunagumono” 
 

FIELDS CORPORATION (Head office: Shibuya-ku, Tokyo; President & COO: 
Takashi Oya) announces the nationwide release of the new pachislot machine from 
Bisty Co., Ltd., “EVANGELION―Tamashii wo Tsunagumono.”  
 
■ EVANGELION 
This year the popular EVANGELION celebrates 20 years since its initial TV broadcast 
in 1995, and thus far, there have been a variety business tie-ups and collaborations. To 
commemorate the 20th anniversary, in addition to a live streaming of the show on 
street level digital signs and the Niconico video hosting site at the same times and 
dates of its original broadcast, popular game collaborations and the "Bullet Train: 
Evangelion Project" were launched; all of which have garnered significant attention. 

 
⊳"EVA INFO," the official Japanese information site 

http://www.eva-info.jp/20th/ 

 
■ The Latest EVANGELION Series Pachislot Machine 
The EVANGELION series pachislot machines were launched in 2005 with the 
industry's first "Regulation 5" machine, ushering in a new epoch. 
Of all the current EVANGELION series machines on the market, the latest version - 
dubbed the "Type-All 400" - will dispense up to approximately 400 medals during the 
Big Bonus rounds, placing it in a new category all of its own. This new machine will 
carry on the tradition of the older EVANGELION series machines, yet have new game 
functions and events.  

 
This machine is not only for pachislot enthusiasts but a wide range of 
“EVANGELION” fans. The “EVANGELION―Tamashii wo Tsunagumono” 
machine is scheduled for delivery in December 2015 to pachinko halls 
throughout Japan. 
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